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ADOBE YOUTH VOICES (AYV)
CELEBRATES ITS FIFTH YEAR IN INDIA

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

AIF CLINTON FELLOW
LAUNCHES WEB PORTAL
FOR MAST PROGRAM
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Aide et Action (India)

$85,837

Tamil Nadu

To train 1,030 youth aged 18-30 years and place 75% or more of them, including at
least 31 persons with a disability, in formal sector jobs.

Anudeep Foundation

$166,681

West Bengal

To train 2500 disadvantaged youth place at least 75% of them in formal sector
jobs.
To enable 1,000 rickshaw drivers to own their rickshaw and earn the associated
value added services, increasing the total coverage to 1,502.

Centre for Rural Entrepreneurship & Tech. Edu.

$26,640

Uttar Pradesh

Child Survival India

$187,610

Delhi

To train 2,449 disadvantaged youth, aged 18-35 years, including 400 persons with
disability, and place at least 75% of them in formal sector jobs.

Enable India

$16,500

Karnataka

To develop a Faculty Training Manual for enabling inclusiveness of disabled persons in the existing MAST centers, and conduct a series of trainings for MAST
partners in different locations.

Jeevan Jyoti Kala Kendra

$26,400

Bihar

To enable 1,000 rickshaw drivers to own their rickshaw and earn the associated
value added services.

Nav Bharat Jagrati Kendra

$168,794

Jharkhand

To train 3,240 disadvantaged youth, aged 18-30 years,including 300 people with
disabilities, and place 89% of them in formal sector jobs.

Nidan

$98,537

Bihar

To train 1,660 disadvantaged (including 300 persons with disability in Patna and
360 youth under Central Bank of India skill ﬁnancing in Delhi) youth ages 18-30
and place 1,585 of them in formal sector jobs.

Saath Charitable Trust

$205,247

Gujarat

To train 10,243 disadvantaged youth, aged 18-30 years, and place 7,400 of them in
formal sector jobs.

Srijan

$143,829

Delhi

To beneﬁt 1850 families, leading to total cumulative coverage of 6750 families, and
ensure that 60% of the families earn income of at least between Rs. 10,000/--Rs
15,000/-per year.

Vatsalya

$128,484

Rajasthan

To train 1,920 disadvantaged youth aged 18-35 years and place 1,892 of them in
formal sector jobs.

MATCH YOUR GIFT TO AIF!
Matching Gifts are an easy way to double or even triple your gift to AIF!
Please check with your employer to see if your gift can be matched through
a company matching gift program.
You can contact us at workplacegiving@aif.org.
It’s easy to apply. Help us make AIF’s vision of social and economic change
for the marginalized in India a reality.

AIF Clinton Fellow Tejpal Dhillon presents his web portal software
to NGO partner Vatsalya.
AYV Student graduates are awarded their end of year certiﬁcates in Delhi.

DELHI - April 27, 2011 and BANGALORE –
June 29, 2011: Excitement buzzed all around
the India Islamic Center auditorium as 250
students and 25 educators from DE schools
in Delhi congregated to watch a viewing of
this year’s Adobe Youth Voices (AYV) films.
The three hour event, which was co-organized by AIF staff and Adobe volunteers,
showcased seventeen films on topics ranging from saving water, ending corruption,
and the dangers of smoking. The films
utilized a variety of forms, including stop
motion animation, photo essays and documentaries.
Mr. Tridib Roy Chowdhury, Senior Director
of Products at Adobe Systems, congratulated the students on the quality of their
films and the community issues they voiced
so beautifully. He then urged the students
to dig deeper into their communities and
strive to be more effective problem solvers
within their localities. Mr. Roy also congratulated AIF’s efforts to bridge the digital gap
through technology. “I want to thank and
congratulate AIF on its DE program, and its
aim to see all children learn in an engaging
and joyful atmosphere through the use of
technology,” he said.
Similar feelings of excitement existed at the
end-of-year celebration held in Bangalore
where over 600 students and educators
from 20 schools were present. Films showcased there focused mainly on the access to
education and public heath issues. Mr. Prajwal Devaraj, a popular local celebrity who
was the chief guest at the event, congratu-

lated the young filmmakers and encouraged
them to continue their pursuits in digital
media and film.
AIF had great successes in implementing
the AYV program this year, including having three schools selected at the Global AYV
Summit 2011 in the United States, earning
the best puppetry video award at the National Council of Educational Research and
Training’s (NCERT) Golden Jubilee Festival
2011, and mentoring Suyash and Vaibhav
Gupta, the Indian winners of Adobe’s Asia
Pacific School Innovation Awards 2011. At
this year’s ceremonies, AYV also announced
a US $ 2,750 (Rs. 1,25 lakh) scholarship fund
for meritorious and needy students in Delhi
and Bangalore who wish to pursue a variety
of multimedia courses upon completion of
their studies.
AYV is an Adobe philanthropic initiative that
empowers youth from underserved communities with digital media skills so they
can comment on their world, share their
ideas, and take action on issues that are important to them. By harnessing the energy
and insight of young people, AYV aims to
inspire a dialogue for change in their communities. AIF will be entering into its sixth
year of partnership with the AYV program,
covering 53 schools in Delhi, Bangalore,
Hyderabad and Bhubaneswar, with the aims
of covering 8,500 youth and over 400 educators by 2016.
Please visit www.AIF.org to view this year’s AYV
student films.

Ten months ago Tej Dhillon, 27, came to India to
put to use the skills he developed as a consultant in
the corporate sector to serve the underprivileged.
Through AIF’s “William J. Clinton Fellowship for
Service in India”, Tej worked with Vatsalya, a Jaipurbased NGO, which partners with AIF’s Market
Aligned Skills Training (MAST) program. On June
28, 2011, his ten months of hard work culminated
with the launch of a web portal he conceptualized,
designed, and implemented to track the training
and placement of youth enrolled in MAST.
The website, www.kaamgar.com, is an online portal designed to facilitate placement, help students
network, improve retention, and track students
that pass through MAST. “When I came to Vatsalya, I spent four months at the MAST centers working on day-to-day management to develop a good
understanding of the organization, the program,
and some of the areas that may require strengthening. I realized that as Vatsalya continued to scale
their MAST program, the current method of placing and tracking MAST candidates would become
inadequate, and therefore decided to develop a tool
to address these issues,” says Tej.
Working with his Vatsalya mentors, co-founders
Hitesh and Jaimala Gupta, Tej conceptualized a
system to act primarily as a tracking tool and job
portal for students and employers. However, as
the project evolved, the database turned into a versatile portal that can take into account the future
needs of the organization. “We have developed
something which is sustainable even if neither
employers nor potential employees use the system
directly. The portal still provides major improvements in tracking student placement and keeps...
(Continued on page 4)

AIF IN ACTION
TWENTY INTERNS VOLUNTEER THEIR SUMMER
TO WORK WITH AIF PROGRAMS IN INDIA

AIF IN YOUR COMMUNITY

From the very outset, most of the interns were able to live and work in
the field with the communities they wished to help, thereby gaining
a wonderful first-hand experience. The majority of the interns – primarily Indian graduate students studying business, social work, or
rural development – worked with AIF’s livelihoods team. Given their
academic backgrounds, the internship provided an opportunity to
see for themselves the development and work at the grassroots level,
thereby sensitizing them to real-world problems aside from what they
had learned in their classes. As one of the interns, Rishika Kashyap, a
22 year-old economics graduate student at the University of Bombay
explained, “I have been interested in development economics for the
past few years, but was looking for the on-the-ground experience that
would truly help me understand what the real issues are.” Her internship provided the type of experience she had been looking for, and she
worked on compiling MAST candidate profiles to help the program
team understand if they were reaching their target audience, thereby
better evaluating how they could mobilize MAST’s target communities. Eventually, through her involvement in the MAST program,
Kashyap said she gained “a better understanding as to how development interventions can impact lives.”
Other interns had similarly holistic and insightful experiences. Four
MBA candidates from the FORE School of Management in Delhi also
worked with MAST on monitoring tools, faculty development, and
employer connectivity. Four others, studying rurul development at
the Institute of Rural Management, Anand, worked with AIF’s Maitree Dairy program in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh that focuses on
women’s access to and need for microfinance. They also developed
marketing strategies to increase the sale of milk in these areas to help
provide better maternal and child nutrition.
The MAST program also received two experienced professionals from
abroad to help work on components of the program. Nandita Batra,
25, one of the international interns, is a graduate of Northwestern
University with several years of corporate work experience. She decided to work with AIF to get a better understanding of how the development sector works. She explains, “Since college, I have been interested in issues of poverty alleviation and empowerment, specifically as
it relates to women and education, and I felt working with AIF would
give me the perfect opportunity to explore my interest as it is such a
great organization.” Batra worked with Citi and the MAST team to
develop a financial literacy curriculum for the program, a component
Hanumant Rawat, MAST Program Director, felt was missing from
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ACTRESS, AUTHOR AND CHEF
MADHUR JAFFREY VISITS AIF IN CHICAGO

A YOUNG WOMAN’S NEWFOUND CONFIDENCE
During her coursework in the MAST program, Shushila grew excited about the Bedside Patient Assistance course, and upon
her January 2009 graduation, she immediately joined a local hospital. At Om Sai
Hospital, Shushila quickly rose through the
ranks from Bedside Patent Assistant to Delivery Ward Assistant to her current role as
Operating Theatre Assistant. Within nine
months of her employment, she was helping doctors facilitate complex procedures
from heart surgery to caesarean sections.
She now earns up to Rs. 8,500 per month!

This year, AIF’s program teams in India were lucky recipients of a
group of twenty interns, who, having decided to devote their summers to helping the marginalized in India, spent up to three months
working on components of some of AIF’s flagship programs, including Rickshaw Sangh, Maitree Dairy, Market Aligned Skills Training
(MAST), and Digital Equalizer (DE).

(l to r) AIF Board Member Vimal Bahuguna, Madhur Jaffrey, AIF Trustee Bulbul Bahuguna, and AIF Midwest Chapter Coordinator Mary La Plante at Ms. Jaffrey’s book
reading in Chicago.

She says, “The first time I was in the operating theatre I felt so proud because my
seniors kept telling me I’ve gotten so far in
this field so quickly.”

AIF interns Rishika Kashyap (left) works on MAST’s community mobilization process
while and Nandita Batra (right) builds MAST’s ﬁnancial literacy curriculum

the coursework. “We train and place so many youth in formal sector
jobs, but we weren’t teaching them how to be smart with money as
yet. Nandita has done an excellent job understanding the particular
needs of the communities we work with and developed a great tool we
can now integrate into the curriculum,” he remarked.

MAST graduate Sushila Rao with one of her charges in a hospital in Chhattisgarh

Shushila Rao, age 28, sits confidently among a group of eight MAST
graduates in a small school in Delhi. She’s come all the way from her
hometown in Chhattisgarh to share her success story, and her excitement is contagious.

Indeed, Nandita herself has found the experience immensely rewarding. “I’ve learned a lot about the struggles of marginalized people in
India. The banking, credit, and other needs of the MAST candidates
are much more complicated than my previous volunteer work [in
the U.S.] because their options are far more limited. The exercise required a lot of back-and-forth to understand the local context of this
community.”

“I am so proud of my accomplishments and the opportunities I have
received,” she exclaims, and she certainly should be. Born to a homemaker and a chowkidaar (security guard), Shushila is the eldest in her
family. She grew up in a relatively happy home in a small slum in the
city of Bilai. But tragedy hit when Shushila was fourteen years old; her
father suddenly passed away after years of alcohol abuse, leaving her
mother responsible for the family.

The DE program also benefitted from the work of a few interns during the summer. Rangeet Kaur, a 19 year-old recent graduate of DE
Delhi’s Chandra Arya School, joined AIF to help facilitate its DE summer camp program in the R.K. Puram neighborhood of New Delhi.
Having a former DE student return to work for the program has been
immensely useful in that it has provided tremendous insight about
the way a student looks at AIF’s work. Describing her as a major asset to the team, DE Delhi’s Program Manager Swati Jha remarked that
Rangeet, with her “high level of technology skills and experience with
project-based learning, was able to provide valuable inputs into the
program.” She hoped that Rangeet would, in time, “become a facilitator for one of our Dell Connected Classrooms while she continues her
education towards a Bachelors of Computer Applications.”

With three younger sisters and a younger brother, Shushila was
forced to leave behind her dreams of going to college so she could
help her mother make ends meet by finding temporary housework in
nearby homes and hotels. Together they would take home an income
of about Rs. 1200 (approximately $26) per month, and every day was
a struggle. Years went by, and as the family fought to survive financially, Shushila began to doubt she’d ever be gainfully employed and
achieve a better life for herself and her family.

With the summer coming to a close, many of AIF’s interns have returned to their respective schools to continue their educations. However, they have left behind a legacy of contributions to AIF and the
communities it serves. Undoubtedly, these contributions will endure
despite their departures, hopefully to be taken forward by another
class of driven and dedicated interns next year.

“I kept looking for meaningful work but no one would hire me. Then
one day, I noticed a road show [MAST community mobilization] event
in my community giving information about a skills training course. It
was inexpensive and they guaranteed I would have a job once I completed the course. I figured since I wasn’t having any luck on my own
finding a job, I would try it out.”
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Bestselling author, award-winning actress, chef, and AIF Ambassador
Madhur Jaffrey visited Chicago on Memorial Day weekend to participate in a series of AIF events that benefitted the organization’s programs. Regarded by The New York Times and others as an authority on
Indian cuisine, Ms. Jaffrey presided over several functions hosted by
AIF Board Member Vimal Bahuguna and Trustee Bulbul Bahuguna,
MD, founding members of AIF’s Midwest Chapter.

Since working at the hospital, Shushila has
not only grown professionally, but also has
had many personal accomplishments. She has finally been able to
realize her dream of gaining a college education and is currently enrolled in a course for a Bachelor’s of Science in Nursing. She goes for
tuitions nightly to prepare for her examinations, and hopes to complete her degree in the next year. On top of that, Sushila has been able
to support her entire family, and was recently able to help her two
younger sisters get married. “I paid for everything, the clothes, the
wedding, even the dowry,” she explains proudly.

The weekend began with a dinner hosted by the Bahugunas on May
27 at the Birchwood Club in Highland Park, Illinois. AIF Trustee
Harit Talwar introduced the newest Trustees, Mukesh and Nita Gangwal, and guests discussed the opportunities and challenges facing
AIF. The dinner then turned to a discussion with Ms. Jaffrey about
the inspiration behind her cookbooks, her passion for acting, and her
involvement with AIF.

Shushila is definitely a dreamer, and her greatest desire is to contribute to her community. After completing her Nursing degree and
gaining a few years of experience, she would like to start a hospital in
her own slum community. “The closest government hospital is 10 km
away from my slum, and the closer private hospitals are too expensive
for us. I hope to one day start my own hospital to provide affordable
healthcare to those who live in my community.”

The following day Ms. Jaffrey appeared at The Book Stall at Chestnut
Court in Winnetka, Illinois, to discuss her most recent book, At Home
with Madhur Jaffrey. Bulbul Bahuguna introduced Madhur by remarking, “As a Trustee of the American India Foundation, I owe Madhur
a big debt of gratitude for her role as an AIF Ambassador. Madhur
promotes the awareness on a myriad activities that AIF undertakes in
India on behalf of the disenfranchised and underprivileged.” Bulbul
went on to note that AIF was simultaneously playing a “significant
role in creating future U.S. leaders – steeped in a deep understanding
of India – by placing bright, young American college graduates in India as a part of AIF’s William J. Clinton Fellows for Service in India.”
Ms. Jaffrey then led a lengthy discussion on Indian home cooking.
Following her talk and a question and answer session, guests sampled
a selection of delicious appetizers and mango lassi provided by the Evanston catering company, Now We’re Cookin’, while Madhur signed
copies of her books.
The weekend was capped off by a dinner on Saturday evening at the
Bahuguna’s house with Ms. Jaffrey as the guest of honor. Once again,
guests thoroughly enjoyed the conversation and opportunity to experience Madhur’s culinary knowledge. Senior AIF donor Adnaan Hamid
summed up the event by saying: “It was a great treat to meet Madhur
and experience her cooking! Both Bulbul and Vimal are true ambassadors for AIF; we find their commitment absolutely inspirational.”
For additional information about Ms. Jaffrey’s work with AIF and culinary
viewpoints, please visit: http://www.makeitbetter.net/dining/food-andwine/3030-an-interview-with-madhur-jaffrey.

AIF CLINTON FELLOW ARTICLE (continued)
...students connected to the organization
even after they have entered the workforce,”
Tej explains. “Keeping the placement piece
as actively and centrally involved in the process is one key innovation of Kaamgar. This
means the system remains highly active even
if some do not access it.”

After her father’s death, Sushila could never have imagined that her
life would turn out like this. With gratitude, she states, “I have become a confident young woman and so proud of where I am today.
I could not have done it without AIF and BMSS [AIF’s implementing partner] to support me. I would not be where I am today without
them.”

The overall objective of the website is for students to use the networking features to support
and stay in touch with each other so that the
pool of potential employees draws employers
in the long run. Tej also envisions that Kaamgar will be used by other MAST partners, thereby providing a great deal of scalability.

Sushila sits back amongst the group, smiling ear to ear, as her peers
nod in appreciation of her accomplishments. As the spotlight passes
to the man on her left, there is a sense of solidarity, for they have all
had to overcome hardship, and have all succeeded through hard work
and the opportunities MAST has provided them.
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Tej’s experience with Vatsalya has been a successful partnering. “Hitesh ji and Jaimala ji
were so supportive of this idea, and as it progressed and we kept updating the idea and
incorporating new ones. It was really wonderful working with them.” Hitesh shares
similar sentiments about the value of the
Fellowship program. “We’d really like to see
another AIF Fellow join us in the future and
do more of this kind of work,” he remarks.
Overall, Tej completed his ten months of
service in India having learned a lot, both
professionally and personally. “The AIF Fellowship afforded me the opportunity to take

a project from the idea phase to completion,
while having full autonomy over it. At the
same time I have gained a lot, personally,
as it is extremely satisfying to know what I
worked on can potentially help serve the underprivileged.”
Tej left India on July 9 and will soon be pursing an MBA at Northwestern’s Kellogg School
of Management. He is committed to staying involved with Kaamgar and AIF to help ensure it
is scaled up through all of MAST’s partners. To
see Tej’s work, please visit www.kaamgar.com.

